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Abstract

This paper presents a new tool designed to allow for rapid development and testing of different control algorithms for airborne spacing. This tool, Interval Management Modeling and Spacing Tool (IM MAST), is a fast-time, low-fidelity tool created to model the approach of aircraft to a runway, with a focus on their interactions with each other. Errors can be induced between pairs of aircraft by varying initial positions, winds, speed profiles, and altitude profiles.

Results to-date show that only a few of the algorithms tested had poor behavior in the arrival and approach environment. The majority of the algorithms showed only minimal variation in performance under the test conditions. Trajectory-based algorithms showed high susceptibility to wind forecast errors, while performing marginally better than the other algorithms under other conditions. Trajectory-based algorithms have a sizable advantage, however, of being able to perform relative spacing operations between aircraft on different arrival routes and flight profiles without employing ‘ghosting’ methods. This comes at the higher cost of substantially increased complexity, however. Additionally, it was shown that earlier initiation of relative spacing operations provided more time for corrections to be made without any significant problems in the spacing operation itself. Initiating spacing farther out, however, would require more of the aircraft to begin spacing before they merge onto a common route.

Introduction

Interval Management (IM) is an Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast (ADS-B)-enabled airspace operation that consists of extended metering, speed advisories for controllers and airborne spacing of aircraft. The FAA is in the process of an initial roll-out of IM capabilities including extended metering and speed advisories to deliver aircraft to the entry to the terminal area. These capabilities are being coordinated through improvements to Time-Based Flow Management (TBFM) and En Route Automation Modernization (ERAM) activities. In parallel, the FAA is working through RTCA Special Committee-186 to develop Minimum Operational Performance Standards (MOPS) for the avionics systems to support the airborne spacing component of IM. The safety and performance requirements that support the MOPS were published in June 2011 as DO-328 [1].

For many years, several different research groups have been developing and refining the airborne spacing capabilities that will make up the airborne spacing avionics. The NASA Langley Research Center started with some early investigations of airborne spacing in the late 1970s in support of improved wake avoidance [2]-[5]. Work was revitalized in the late 90s as ADS-B became an expected surveillance source onboard the aircraft [6]. This work has continued through today with the focus of the NASA research being on improving runway throughput resulting from more precise inter-aircraft spacing [7]-[10]. To support this work, a prototype spacing tool was developed that used expected route information for both the ownship, also called the IM Aircraft, and the leading aircraft, called the Target Aircraft, to predict each aircraft’s estimated time of arrival (ETA) to the runway threshold [11], [12]. Speed adjustments are calculated to make the difference in the ETAs match the controller-assigned goal, the Assigned Spacing Goal. Since routing information is available to the IM Aircraft, spacing can begin as soon as the Target Aircraft is within surveillance range. The current prototype is called ASTAR.

The Eurocontrol CoSpace project developed a different approach to provide airborne spacing capabilities [13]-[15]. Their tool does not require route information on the Target Aircraft; instead, the airborne spacing operation does not start until both the Target and IM Aircraft are in-trail or direct to a common, or merge, point. Prior to the merge point, a
simple dead-reckoning trajectory can be used to estimate the time of arrival at the merge point. Speeds are provided so that the IM Aircraft sequences the merge point after the Target Aircraft sequenced the point by a time specified by the controller, i.e., the Assigned Spacing Goal. Once in-trail, speeds are provided to position the IM Aircraft at the point where the Target Aircraft was at a time in the past equal to the Assigned Spacing Goal.

Both of these approaches have gone through extensive testing in simulation and flight trials and appear to perform sufficiently well. The main operational difference between the two approaches is the need for ASTAR to have access to route or flight path information for both aircraft to calculate ETAs and the CoSpace requirement that the aircraft be direct to a common point or in-trail before initiating the operation.

In addition to the operational differences, the two approaches have different performance characteristics. The CoSpace algorithm is largely insensitive to winds, especially once in-trail, as both aircraft experience similar winds at the same point in space. As the algorithm can be thought of as attempting to match ground speeds, wind speeds are irrelevant. Since ASTAR is doing a trajectory prediction, it is sensitive to the difference between the forecast winds used to build the trajectory and the truth winds experienced during flight. Also, since ASTAR inherently knows the expected speed along the trajectory, which is necessary to calculate the ETA, it is able to bound the output speed to keep the commanded speed relatively close to the expected speed. This has helped keep the commanded speeds operationally reasonable and consistent between different aircraft conducting the same operation and leads to stability in long strings of spacing aircraft [12], [16], [17].

While both of these approaches work well, we were interested in developing a modeling tool that would allow for rapid prototyping and testing of alternate approaches. This new tool would also allow for focused investigations of an algorithms’ behavior under different conditions. We therefore have developed such a model and named it Interval Management Modeling and Simulation Tool (IM MAST). This paper reports on the development of IM MAST and the early results comparing several different spacing algorithms.

**IM MAST Design**

The goal for IM MAST is to have a light-weight, fast, and extendable framework to support rapid prototyping of speed control algorithms and assess the effects of various error sources. To model aircraft performance, a simple trajectory is used where the three-dimensional path of the aircraft is pre-defined with no coupling between speed, altitude and lateral path. Turns are made with instantaneous changing in heading. At each calculation cycle, the point representing the aircraft is integrated forward along the fixed trajectory based on the current speed. A new speed is calculated from the spacing algorithm and the cycle repeats. For those algorithms that use trajectory prediction, separate predicted and truth trajectories can be provided. Likewise, separate forecast and truth wind fields can be provided. Position and speed information is shared between aircraft using an ADS-B-like communication link.

IM MAST starts with a researcher-defined scenario file that defines the predicted and truth trajectory for each aircraft as a series of trajectory-change points. These points are then connected with straight lines in both lateral and vertical dimensions. Each aircraft can have its own trajectory. The scenario definition also includes the forecast and truth winds, the initial position and speed for each aircraft, the Target Aircraft identity, and the Assigned Spacing Goal. Several aircraft can be linked together to form a string of aircraft. The model is then integrated forward using fixed time steps until the last aircraft has finished spacing (i.e., landed)\(^1\).

The structure of a generic spacing algorithm has been decomposed into four fundamental steps. Each step can be defined in IM MAST independently and then mixed-and-matched to create new algorithms. These steps are: spacing error calculation, spacing error filtering, speed correction of spacing error, and speed bounding. Two types of command speed implementation have been constructed. The first is an instantaneous speed that is updated with each calculation cycle. This is how both ASTAR and CoSpace calculate commanded speeds. The alternative is to calculate a new speed profile for the remaining trajectory. This is similar to how current

---
\(^1\) Current testing is limited to arrival and approach operations. Future work will investigate spacing in other operational environments, such as en route cruise and departure / climb-out.
day Flight Management Computers attempt to meet Required Times of Arrival (RTA) constraints.

The spacing error calculation refers to the identification of the desired ownship position, be it based on time, distance, or ETA, which is then compared to actual ownship position to calculate current error. This error will either be time-based (x s of error) or distance-based (x nmi of error). The dimension of the Assigned Spacing Goal can be different from how the speed control algorithm calculates the spacing error. For example, the time history algorithm, described below, calculates the spacing error in distance even though it converts all Assigned Spacing Goals to time to calculate the spacing error.

Spacing error filtering refers to filters and gains of various forms which are applied to the spacing error. These may be applied with an intent to limit the severity of speed changes or to distribute speed corrections across the flight plan. Filters refer to an amount of error which is ignored, so that only the error above the filter is fed to the speed correction algorithm. The filter value may be dynamically changed based on a time- or distance-to-go schedule. Gains refer to multipliers applied to the error (greater than one will increase perceived error, while less than one will decrease perceived error) which impact the control law’s sensitivity to error.

The speed correction algorithm uses the filtered spacing error to calculate a speed correction. The speed correction is added to a base speed, the speed that would be flown if there was no spacing error. Thus, spacing commands are a sum of the speeds needed to maintain ideal spacing and the speed change needed to reach ideal spacing.

Speed bounding refers to a process which restricts speed commands, either to prevent them from violating regulations or requirements, or to prevent them from issuing unreasonable commands. Regulation/requirement-based speed restrictions are usually hard-set, such as an absolute minimum speed of 100 kt or a restriction of a maximum speed of 250 kt when below 10,000 ft. Unreasonable speed commands are generally prevented by use of a profile-based speed restriction, where the aircraft is only permitted to deviate from an ideal profile by a certain percentage.

A subset of the spacing control algorithms developed to date is described in this paper. They include: station keeping, velocity-relative station keeping, time history, time prediction and relative ETA. Each is described in more detail in the following section.

### Spacing Control Algorithm Descriptions

The following algorithms were selected from the literature or are variations on existing algorithms and form a range of ideas on how to calculate the spacing error and produce speeds to resolve the spacing error. Ref. [18] provides an overview of several different speed control algorithms that have been proposed and tested for use in airborne spacing operations.

#### Error Correction Parameter

All of the presented algorithms use a parameter to convert the spacing error into a speed correction term. For the relative ETA algorithms, the same parameters were used as for the NASA Langley ASTAR algorithm [11]. For consistency, the error correction parameters for each of the other algorithms were calculated to give the same speed correction for the same error input.

#### Station Keeping

Station keeping is perhaps the easiest airborne spacing approach to visualize [4], [19]. The goal is to have the spacing aircraft maintain a constant, along-track distance behind the Target Aircraft. The Target aircraft’s path is recorded from the ADS-B messages. To calculate the current spacing error, the distance from the Target Aircraft to the ownship is measured along the Target Aircraft’s path history. This distance is compared to the Assigned Spacing Goal and the difference is the spacing error. No filtering is applied to the spacing error. The new commanded speed is based on the Target Aircraft’s current ground speed plus the speed correction term.

Station keeping is only viable when trying to maintain a distance-based spacing. Operationally, station keeping is typically limited to constant-speed, level-flight operations as changes in the Target Aircraft’s ground speed immediately results in changes to the ownship’s commanded speed. This makes a string of spacing aircraft behave like a train; as soon as the first aircraft changes speed then the entire string of aircraft must match that speed.
Velocity-Relative Station Keeping

In an attempt to overcome some of the difficulties with station keeping operations, it has been suggested to adjust the distance-based Assigned Spacing Goal based on current ground speed. Our velocity-relative station keeping algorithm uses the Target Aircraft’s current ground speed to convert the time-based Assigned Spacing Goal to a distance-based Assigned Spacing Goal. The standard station keeping algorithm is used with that new distance-based Assigned Spacing Goal. The base speed is the Target Aircraft’s ground speed at the ownship’s current position.

This algorithm smooths out the transition when the Target Aircraft changes its ground speed. Velocity-relative station keeping only works when trying to maintain a time-based spacing.

Time History

The time history, or constant time delay, algorithm requires the ownship to match the position where the Target Aircraft was at a point in the past given by the Assigned Spacing Goal [13], [20], [21]. The position of the Target Aircraft at the delay time is determined by interpolating between historic ADS-B position reports. The difference between the Target Aircraft’s historic position and the ownship’s current position is the spacing error.

The base speed for the algorithm’s commanded speed is the Target Aircraft’s ground speed at the ownship’s current position. The speed correction term is added to the base speed to form the commanded speed.

In the time history operation, the ownship will attempt to follow the Target Aircraft’s ground speed profile. Therefore, when the Target Aircraft makes a speed change, the ownship will make that same change at the same place in space instead of the same time as is done in station keeping.

Time history can be used with either a distance-based or a time-based Assigned Spacing Goal. If the distance case the distance is converted to time using the ownship’s current ground speed. In all of the analysis shown in a subsequent section, there was no difference in behavior between a time history algorithm given a time-based spacing goal versus a distance-based spacing goal; because of this, all figures show only the time-based time history calculations.

Time Prediction

The time prediction algorithm can be thought of as the inverse of the time history algorithm [5], [22]. Instead of comparing the Target Aircraft’s position in the past to the ownship’s current position, the time prediction algorithm predicts where the ownship will be in the future and compares it to the Target Aircraft’s current position. The ownship’s predicted position is calculated using the ownship’s current ground speed. The difference between the Target Aircraft’s current position and the ownship’s predicted position is the spacing error (measured in distance). The base speed for the speed command is the Target Aircraft’s ground speed at the ownship’s current location.

Profile-based Time Prediction

One complication of how the prediction works in the time prediction algorithm is that it assumes the ownship will fly a constant speed for the near future. This will always put the ownship ahead of where it should be when the Target Aircraft is slowing down. A solution to this is to predict the ownship’s position assuming it will follow the Target Aircraft’s speed profile. This becomes a short-term trajectory prediction. If the prediction time, determined by the Assigned Spacing Goal, would place the ownship's position estimate beyond the Target Aircraft’s current position then the Target Aircraft’s current velocity and acceleration is used to extrapolate the trajectory.

The commanded speed is then calculated the same as in the normal time prediction method. The difference between the ownship’s predicted position and the Target Aircraft’s current position is the spacing error. The commanded speed takes the Target Aircraft’s ground speed at the ownship’s current location as the base and then adds the speed correction term.

Relative Estimated Time of Arrival

The relative ETA algorithm is a fully trajectory-based algorithm [10], [11]. Instead of collecting ADS-B position and speed history for the Target Aircraft, the algorithm requires access to the ownship’s and Target Aircraft’s expected trajectories. These trajectories are used, along with current position of each aircraft, to calculate the ETA at a common reference point (called the Achieve-by Point). The difference in these ETAs is compared to the Assigned Spacing Goal to give the spacing error. The commanded speed is the speed correction added
to the nominal speed for the current leg from the ownship’s trajectory.

An advantage of the relative ETA approach is that the aircraft do not need to be in-trail to provide spacing guidance. For all of the preceding algorithms, the spacing aircraft had to be following the Target Aircraft. However, this flexibility comes at the cost of additional information requirements. The ownship’s trajectory is needed as well as information to construct the Target Aircraft’s trajectory. Data requirements also include the need for reasonably accurate wind forecast information along both trajectories. The Target Aircraft’s trajectory information could be replaced by a current ETA obtained from the Target Aircraft.

**Impact of Errors**

There are many sources of errors or uncertainties during an airborne spacing operation that the control law must counter. Some examples include the initial scheduling time; winds and/or wind forecast errors; tracking of the expected trajectory, especially during turns and descent; and conformance to the commanded speed. Our first goal is to characterize the behavior of the above algorithms to these sources of error in isolation. Future work will look at additional error sources and the interplay of multiple error sources.

**Baseline Scenario**

For all of the analysis provided in this paper, we use the same baseline arrival scenario. The aircraft are initiated at 100 nmi from the runway at 30,000 ft and 300 kt calibrated airspeed on a straight-in approach. A straight line path is used to eliminate any turn effects including changes to the perceived wind direction. No Mach dynamics are modeled so cruise flight is at constant airspeed. The aircraft performs a near constant descent from 30,000 ft to the runway height of 660 ft. The speed profile is based on a modified Optimized Profile Descent arrival. The commanded speed is bounded by ±10% of the profile speed, less than 250 kt below 10,000 ft and must exactly match the final approach speed (taken to be 125 kt for all conditions) by 3.1 nmi to the runway. This corresponds to having a stable approach by 1000 ft above the runway. The speed profile bounds are shown in Figure 1. When a speed change is needed the aircraft is limited to an acceleration rate of ±1.2 kt/s.

![Nominal Speed Profile along with Upper and Lower Bounds for the Commanded Speed.](image)

**Figure 1: Nominal Speed Profile along with Upper and Lower Bounds for the Commanded Speed.**

This study focused on single aircraft behavior so only two aircraft were in each traffic scenario. The Target Aircraft was initiated at the starting location. The ownship is initiated 120 s later at the same location. The Assigned Spacing Goal is 120 s.

For those algorithms requiring a distance-based Assigned Spacing Goal, the distance-based relative ETA algorithm was used to determine what distance would result in zero error at the runway and that distance, 4.4 nmi, was used as the Assigned Spacing Goal for all of the distance-based algorithms.

**Reaction to Target Aircraft’s Speed Change**

The initial study was to examine how each algorithm reacts to an unscheduled speed change by the Target Aircraft. Figure 2 shows the Target Aircraft flying at 250 kt and then approximately 17 nmi into the run slowing to 225 kt and maintaining that speed for the rest of the run. As expected, the station keeping algorithm slows at exactly the same time which corresponds to about 10 nmi in-trial. The speed profiles are identical except for this offset. The velocity-relative station keeping shows the undesirable effect of speeding up as the Target Aircraft begins its deceleration before finally decelerating to match the Target Aircraft’s lower speed. This acceleration is due to the spacing

---

2 All speeds are assumed to be calibrated airspeed unless otherwise explicitly stated.
goal conversion from time to distance uses the Target Aircraft’s current ground speed. So, as soon as the Target Aircraft slows down, the effective spacing distance decreases requiring the ownship to increase speed. De Groot et al. [23], [24] have suggested an improved version of velocity-relative station keeping that includes having the ownship hold speed while the Target Aircraft is changing speeds. This prevents the increase in speed seen here.

The time-history exactly matches the Target Aircraft’s speed profile as it was designed to do. The Profile-based Time Prediction algorithm also exactly matches the Target Aircraft’s profile. The normal time prediction algorithm starts slowing down immediately after the Target Aircraft slows, albeit at a slower rate. The time prediction algorithm is assuming the Target Aircraft will maintain the same speed as the ownership is flying so any change is seen as a spacing error and is corrected. The kink at 17 nmi is because the Target Aircraft has reached 225 kt and the spacing error is no longer growing. The time prediction algorithm takes a long time to settle out as seen by the speed slowly converging on the Target Aircraft’s final speed.

The relative ETA algorithm also reacts to the Target Aircraft’s by gently slowing down and converging slowly on the Target Aircraft’s final speed. The ETA calculation point was approximately 100 nmi from the start so the speed change by the Target Aircraft had only a small initial effect on the Target Aircraft’s ETA. And since the ETA is calculated with the nominal speed and not the current speed, the size of the spacing error is greatly reduced relative to the other algorithms.

![Figure 2: Speed Response to a Speed Change by the Target Aircraft.](image)

If the speed change by the Target Aircraft in Figure 2 had been a planned speed change on the profile, the relative ETA algorithm would have exactly matched the Target Aircraft’s speed profile. The behavior of all of the other algorithms discussed would remain unchanged as none of them make use of the Target Aircraft’s planned speed profile.

**Initial Scheduling Error**

An IM Operation begins with the controller issuing a clearance to the flight crew to perform the IM Operation. It is expected that the controller has been provided with information that allows them to determine if the IM Operation would be feasible prior to issuing the clearance to the flight crew. Ideally, when the crew initiated the operation the spacing algorithm would calculate zero spacing error. Any deviation from this is called the initial scheduling
error. This deviation arises from the delivery of the aircraft not matching the desired scheduling of the aircraft. This is probably the simplest error for a control law to compensate for since it is a one-time source of error at the very beginning of the operation. The aircraft has the entire flight to overcome the error and any corrective action should only reduce the spacing error.

The initial scheduling error was implemented by changing the initiation time of the aircraft in the scenario. An aircraft with an initial scheduling error of 10 s early would be initiated 110 s after the Target Aircraft instead of the “nominal” 120 s. Test conditions ranged from 150 s early to 120 s late, [-150, +120]. Note that the 150 s early condition causes the spacing aircraft to be initiated 30 s prior to Target Aircraft’s initiation in the simulation.

Figure 3 shows the final spacing error at the runway threshold as a function of the initial scheduling error. The majority of algorithms are able to overcome initial scheduling error between [-100, +70] s. Beyond these limits, there is not enough speed authority to correct the initial error. However, even this simple case reveals some of the difficulties with the station keeping and velocity-relative station keeping algorithms. The shape of the velocity-relative station keeping curve is similar to the other but is displaced about 12 s early. The station keeping algorithm shows a similar but more pronounced shift early as well as moving the flat part of the curve to the left. The reason for the bias towards arriving early is that when the Target Aircraft starts its final deceleration the spacing aircraft’s speed is being bounded by the 10% constraint. Referring back to Figure 1, the Target Aircraft reaches 125 kt at 3.1 nmi to go. To maintain zero spacing error, the spacing aircraft should be at the same speed. However, the zero spacing error position for station keeping is at 7.5 nmi which has a profile speed of 190 kt and a lower bound of 171 kt. So the spacing aircraft’s speed, due to these speed limits, is above the desired speed and it arrives early. To avoid this offset, the spacing aircraft would have to slow to 125 kt at a location where it would normally be flying 190 kt. This would be expected to cause operational difficulties as well as be unacceptable to the crew and aircraft operator. The exact values for the velocity-relative station keeping are different, but the same effect is seen to a lesser degree.

The time prediction algorithm shows the opposite bias, and is late by approximately 10 s. As seen in Figure 2, the time prediction algorithm will start slowing the ownship when the Target Aircraft begins its deceleration. But since the slowdown is less than in station keeping, it is not speed limited. This early deceleration then causes the ownship to be slower than the Target Aircraft over the last several miles prior to the final approach fix and thus arrives late.
Figure 3: Final Spacing Error for each of the algorithm types as a function of Initial Scheduling Error.

The upward curve to the right and the downward curve to the left are where the algorithms run out of speed authority. Due to the speed bounding, there is a finite amount of error than can be corrected before reaching the runway. The reason the flat part of the curves extend further to the left is that by slowing down, the aircraft has more time to correct the error. Flying the standard speed profile takes 1225 s. Flying the max speed profile, defined as accelerating to the upper bound and remaining there until reaching the final approach speed, takes 1132 s. This is a gain of 93 s. Flying the minimum speed profile takes 1350 s allowing an aircraft to lose 125 s.

So, for most algorithms, if the initial scheduling error is within the control authority available, they are able to resolve the error. The three algorithms that show a bias would have to be modified to remove the bias to make them operationally acceptable. For example, the profile-based time prediction algorithm corrects for the short-comings of the time prediction algorithm and would be a viable alternative.

Initial Distance Error

This condition is similar to the initial scheduling error except that the starting point of the spacing aircraft is moved instead of the starting time being adjusted. So every spacing aircraft is started 120 second after the Target Aircraft is initiated but the starting location is adjusted to be closer to the runway by 20 nmi or further away by 15 nmi, [-20, 15].

The overall behavior, see Figure 4, is similar to the initial scheduling error. Again the two station keeping-related algorithms have a bias towards arriving early due to not being able to slow sufficiently when the Target Aircraft decelerates to its final approach speed and the time prediction algorithm is late due to decelerating too soon.
Wind Forecast Error

The next error studied was wind forecast error. Unlike the conditions discussed previously, this source is a continual error throughout the flight. For this analysis the aircraft were started at the zero scheduling error position and matching flight profiles. The wind forecast, also used for the scheduling, was for no wind. The truth wind was constant in both space and time and varied from a 30 kt headwind to a 30 kt tailwind, [-30, 30].

As would be expected from previous results, the station keeping and velocity-relative station keeping algorithms show an early bias and time prediction algorithm has a late bias. Since the velocity-relative station keeping algorithm uses the Target Aircraft’s current ground speed for the conversion from distance to time, the spacing error at the runway is constant across wind conditions. The change in the spacing error for the station keeping algorithm is due to the changing value of the conversion between distance and time as a function of the wind condition.

The relative ETA algorithm is dependent on an accurate wind forecast because this algorithm uses the forecast wind for the ETA calculation. While errors due to the poor wind forecast can be corrected far from the runway, there is not enough time to correct errors that occur close to the runway. For example, the aircraft is constrained to be at its final approach speed at 3.1 nmi from the runway and no more speed corrections are allowed. The calculated ETA using zero wind at that point would be roughly 89 s based on 125 kt final approach speed. However, with a 30 kt headwind, the ground speed over this segment would be 95 kt leading to a flight time of 117 s. This is a 28 second error over just the last 3.1 nmi. Adding the effects of altitude and the fact that the last speed adjustment has to occur prior to starting the final deceleration brings the error up to what is seen in Figure 5.
The time history and profile based time prediction algorithms do not show a dependence on the wind forecast error since they do not use the wind forecast for any predictions of the aircraft behavior and use the Target Aircraft’s reported ground speed as the baseline for its speed. Using the Target Aircraft’s reported ground speed automatically adjusts the baseline speed profile to account for the actual winds. This is an exact correction if there is no time-dependence to the winds and the two aircraft follow the same altitude profile. In an operational environment, this is not a perfect correction, but it is a good approximation, making the time history and time prediction algorithms more robust to differences between the actual and forecasted winds.

**Speed Profile Error**

The final condition reported in this paper is the condition where the Target Aircraft does not follow the expected speed profile. This models the case where the Target Aircraft is also spacing and has adjusted its speed to meet its Assigned Spacing Goal, or the ownship or the controller’s scheduling tool is using an erroneous trajectory for the Target Aircraft. For this analysis, we have modeled the Target Aircraft following its expected speed profile until reaching 10,000 ft, at which point it does a constant offset to the expected speed profile until decelerating to its final approach speed. The constant speed offset varied from 50 kt slower to 50 kt faster, [-50, 50].

Final spacing errors are shown in Figure 6. Again, the station keeping and velocity-relative station keeping algorithms demonstrated an early bias in the final spacing error. At roughly ±20 kt offset, the spacing algorithms can no longer compensate for the Target Aircraft’s behavior. This is because the spacing aircraft are still being limited by the ±10% bound on the nominal speed. Once the Target Aircraft is more than 25 kt off the nominal speed profile, the spacing aircraft cannot match the Target Aircraft’s speed and the spacing error grows.
**Conclusions**

This paper has presented the first analysis from a new tool (IM MAST) designed to help study the behavior of airborne spacing algorithms. This tool is expected to be used to support the development of avionics equipment standards through the Flight deck-based Interval Management (FIM) MOPS being developed by a joint RTCA/EUROCAE committee. This tool should also add insight to behavior and possible design trade-offs for the implementation of airborne spacing algorithms. For example, wind forecast results suggest that an airborne spacing tool that uses a relative ETA algorithm when the aircraft are not in-trial, to allow for use in the widest range of conditions, could be combined with a time history or time prediction algorithm that would be less sensitive to wind forecast errors close to the runway (or final spacing point).

This tool, IM MAST, uses a simple, deterministic model and a modular algorithm design format to allow for the rapid prototyping of control algorithms and the mixing of different components of the algorithms. Early work with this tool has focused on the behavior with respect to a set of common sources of spacing error: initial scheduling or delivery errors, wind forecast errors and Target Aircraft’s conformance to the expected speed profile. The simple station keeping and velocity-relative station keeping algorithms show a bias towards being early, i.e., reduced spacing, due to speed bounding enforced on the spacing aircraft. While the removal of the speed bounds would allow these algorithms to achieve the assigned spacing, it would require the aircraft to be at its final approach speeds at 7 nmi from the runway instead of the normal 3.1 nmi. The delivery performance of the relative ETA algorithm suffered in the wind forecast error condition since it used the erroneous wind forecast to predict both the Target Aircraft’s and its own arrival times. In previous research, this has been largely overcome by allowing for updates to the wind forecast using ownship’s sensed winds [25], [26]. Also, forecast winds at the surface are generally good.

Additional work is being planned to look at a wider range of control algorithms such as calculating the speed error term as a function of not only the spacing error but also the distance to the achieve-by point, thus applying the correction over the entire remaining trajectory instead of over just the next few minutes. It is also planned to look at more sources of spacing error including the interaction of multiple sources. IM MAST also allows for the investigation of string stability which is the behavior of several aircraft all spacing relative to the aircraft in front of them. Algorithms that might show good behavior for

**Figure 6: Final Spacing Error As a Function of the Target Aircraft’s Speed Profile Error.**
a single aircraft might lead to unstable behavior if applied across several aircraft. The interaction of multiple algorithms in a string of aircraft is also of interest. The behavior of a mix of spacing algorithms operating together also needs to be studied to determine if they produce a stable operation.
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